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Oxygen-vacancy complex in silicon. II. l7O electron-nuclear double resonance
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An electron-nuclear double-resonance (ENDOR) study was performed on the negatively charged

oxygen-vacancy complex in silicon. By introducing the isotope 17O (nuclear spin 1: f ) to an en-

richment of about 4OVo, it was possible to detect ENDOR transitions of this nucleus. In the experi-

ment the magnetic hyperfine interaction with the unpaired defect electron and the nuclear quadru-

pole interaction were measured. The anisotropic hyperfine interaction could be described by a small

allowed admixture of p orbitals. In such a simple one-electron description the Fermi-contact in-

teraction could not satisfactorily be understood. The quadrupole interaction could be explained as

arising mainly from unbalanced charges in the oxygen p orbital that points in the direction of the

silicon neighbors with which a Si-O-Si "molecule" is formed. The technique of field-swept ENDOR
was used to determine the relative signs of the hyperfine- and quadrupole-interaction constants.

The strong interference of the two interactions gives rise to the occurrence of forbidden EPR transi-

tions and a very complicated angular dependence of the ENDOR frequencies upon rotation of the

magnetic field. As a consequence, for some orientations no ENDOR was observed at all.

I. INTRODUCTION
The negatively charged state of the oxygen-vacancy

complex in silicon, also called the Si-,4 center, was one of
the first defects that was observed \4/ith EPR (electron

paramagnetic resonance) in silicon that was irradiated at
room temperature \r/ith electrons at energies of 0. 5 - l. 5

MeV.l'2 The EPR spectrum was labeled Bl.3 It was no-
ticed that the defect was produced only in n-type,
quartz-crucible-grown silicon upon irradiation at room
temperature. The defect was not observed at all, or with
very low intensities, in float-zone silicon, which is known
to have an oxygen concentration that is a few orders of
magnitude lower, nor was it seen in p-type or high-
resistivity n-type silicon. fn crucible-grown, n-type ma-
terial irradiated at low temperatures (below 20 K), the
center was only detected after annealing at temperatures
higher than about 77 K. In connection \4/ith the defect,
an electron-acceptor level at Ec-0. 17 eV was found.4

The above observations led to a model in which the de-
fect is formed by an interstitial oxygen atom which traps
a vacancy produced during the irradiation.l Vacancies
are known to be mobile in n-type silicon at temperatures
above 77 K. The model as shown in Fig. I was further
confirmed in studies by V/atkins and Corbetts and by
Corbet t et al.6 In Ref. 5 an extensive study of the defect
by EPR was presefited. A linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO) analysis of the observed hyperfine in-
teractions with 2esi nuclei surrounding the defect was
given, as well as the activation energies for therm ally ac-
tivated electronic and for stress-induced atomic reorien-
tation of the defect. In Ref. 6 infrared-absorption studies
in correlation with EPR measurements were presented.
Both macroscopic (production rate) and microscopic
(stress-induced alignment) evidence for the identification
of the l2-p,m infrared-absorption band rvith the defect
was given. This l2-p,mband (836 cm l) appears upon ir-
radiation and is thought to be the equivalent of the 9-[tm

(1136-cm-l) infrared-absorption band, which is ascribed
to the antisymmetric stretch vibration mode of isolated
interstitial oxygen in the distorted bond-centered position
between two silicon atoms.T

V/ith electron-nuclear double resonance (ENDOR), a
detailed study has been made of hyperfine interactions
with 2esi nuclei in the surrounding crystal lattice.s'e
From this experiment, it was concluded that the electron-
ic structure of the defect was highly similar to that of the
negative vacancy.lo

Up to now, the presence of oxygen in a radiation defect
in silicon has been inferred from l7O hyperfine interac-
tions only in the EPR spectrum labeled Si-SL 1.rr'r2 This
spectrum is generally ascribed to an excited S : I triplet
state of the neutral charge state of the oxygen-vacancy
complex. However, there is only indirect evidence that
the spectr a B I and SL 1 belong to different charge states
of the same defect. From spectrum Bl, no direct experi-
mental proof for the presence of oxygen has been report-
ed yet. In general, EPR and ENDOR are very suitable
methods to provide such conclusive evidence. However,
a high enough concentration in the isotope 17O with nu-
clear spin I:* (natural abundance O.037Vo) is needed.

Moreover, in EPR the hyperfine structure can easily be
obscured by more or less resolved hyperfine interactions
with 2esi nuclei. V/hen A (r7O ) < 12 MHz this will cer-
tainly be the case, and one must expect the hyperfine in-
teraction to be rather small as the oxygen nucleus lies on
the twofold axis of the defect, where a contact hyperfine
interaction is symmetry forbidden.8 An attempt by Wat-
kins and Corbetts to observe the oxygen hyperfine in-
teraction in a sample that had been enriched to approxi-
mately l.SVo in the isotope l7O failed.

In Sec. II we will give an outline of our sample
preparation and measuring techniques; in Sec. III \rye

present our experimental results, and in Sec. IV the inter-
pretation of the measured hyperfine and quadrupole in-
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FIG. l. Model of oxygen (solid sphere) in silicon, (a) before
and b) after electron irradiation. The oxygen-vacancy complex
in-(b) is shown in orientation ad, in which the defect electron is

mainly localized in the reconstructed bond between the atoms ír
and d. All further data refer to this standard orientation ad.

teractions are discussed in relation with the established
model for the defect.

.II. EXPERIMENT

The major problem in this study rvas to obtain a high
enrichment in the l7O isotope in silicon. A method used
by Mullerl3 consisted of oxidation of the silicon samples
by heating them for 24 h at 1000'C in a quartz ampoule
containing a few milligrams of water enriched with lOVo
H, ttO. After subsequent diffusion at 1390 "C for 2

weeks, the final l7O content appeared to be reduced to
about 3Vo of the total oxygen concentration. This rather
dramatic decrease is probably caused by the exchange
with the oxygen isotope l60 (natural abundance
99.7 59Vo) from the quartz ampoules during the oxidation
and the diffusion. It is difficult to circumvent this prob-
lem, as quartz is the only suitable material that can be

,m55

used for the ampoule in which the diffusion takes place.

During the process, the quartz is at the same high tem-
perature as the silicon and can easily undergo reactions.

This problem was solved by using an infrared-radiation
oven (Quad Elliptical Radiant Heating Chamber, model
E4-10, manufactured by Research Inc.). In this type of
oven the samples are placed in one of the two foci of an
elliptical mirror. In the other focus a quartz radiation
lamp is placed. In this oven four such lamps and mirrors
surround the sample. With this heating system the
quartz ampoule stays at much lower temperatures. Plac-
ing the samples on silicon supports prevents every direct
contact with the quartz. The samples were heated for 10

d at 1390 "C in an oxygen atmosphere enriched to 52.3Vo

in the isotope l7O. As the samples need not be quenched
extremely rapidly, it was sufficient to turn off the lamps
after completion of the diffusion process. The final en-
richment in the isotope l7O was about 4OVo, &s deter-
mined from the optical absorption in the 9-pm band.l4

The electron irradiations \ryere carried out with a Van
de Graaffelectrostatic accelerator at energies of about 1.5

MeV and cur.rents on the order of 7 p,A cm-2. During
the irradiations, the samples lvere mounted on a copper
block that was tightly fixed inside a holder with a water-
cooled mantle. Care was taken to keep the temperature
of the sample below -'lO"C during the irradiations. The
production of the oxygen-vacancy complex was moni-
tored by EPR and resistivity measurements using the
four-point-probe technique.

The silicon \rye used for the diffusion was n-type, P-
doped, float- zone material with a phosphorus concentra-
tion of about 9 X 1017 atoms cm-3. As the oxygen and
phosphorus concentrations aÍe of the same order,
phosphorus-v acancy complexes and other phosphorus-
related defectsls' 16 aÍe also produced during the irradia-
tions, as well as divacancies. Consequently, the produc-
tion of oxygen-vacancy complexes is smaller. However,
rve made use of the fact that O-V- has a higher anneal-
ing temperature ( ^'450 "C ) than all other defects. By a
20-min anneal at 220"C, all the complexes dissociate,
leaving only O-V- . A side effect of such an anneal is
that the vacancies that are released can again be trapped
by the remaining "free" interstitial oxygen atoms. The
sequence irradiation-annealing was thus repeated a few
times until the intensity of the B 1 spectrum did not in-
crease any more.

The ENDOR measurements tryere performed using a
superheterodyne K-band spectrometer. To do nuclear
magnetic resonance NMR) and EPR simultaneously, a

cylindrical TEot I resonance cavity made of Epibond was

used. The inner wall is covered with a thin layer of silver
in which a spiral groove is cut, thus enabling the wall to
act as a coil for radiofrequency currents.lT NMR transi-
tions \ryere recorded as a change in the intensity of the
dispersion component of the EPR signal. We used dou-
ble phase-sensitive detection. To this end the magnetic
field was sine-wave modulated at 83.3 Hz and the ra-
diofrequency signal was ort-off modulated at a frequency
of 3.3 IJz. The magnetic field B was rotated in a [110]
plane of the crystal. The measurements were done with
the sample at a temperature of - 25 K.

OXYGEN-VACANCY COMPLEX IN SILICON. II. I7O 
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TABLE L Electron g tensor (ËJ and hyperfine- (À) anO quadrupole- (8) interaction tensor parame-

ters for the oxygen-vacancy complex. Units of hyperfine and quadrupole parameters arekHz; the abso-
lute error is 4 kHz. The error in the g values is t0.0001. The tensor components are given in Cartesian
coordinates by the tensors T; also given are the principal values Ti-i: 1,2,3-for the tensors on their
own principal axes n;.

Tensor

N

ll;Ti
<+

T

E', 2.0033

0
0

À $62.8
0
0

A :+s.3
0

0

00
2.0059 -0.0034

- 0.0034 2.0059

I 2.0033 [1oo]
2 2.N2s lol u
3 2.0093 [oTl ]

| 4362.8 U0OI
2 -996.7 [0] u
3 5se2.6 [oT1]

1 149.3 uool
2 173.7 [01u
3 -323.0 toTl I

0

2297.9

- 3294.7

0

-74.6
248.3

0

- 3294.7

2297.9

0
248.3

-74.6

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. EPR spectrum

Figure 2 shows the angular variation of the ETR spec-

trum for rotation of the magnetic field in the (01 I ) plane.
This dependence can be analyzed with the spin Hamil-
tonian

1{: pBB.E'.s , (1)

with S: *. The !'tensor is constrained by the symmetry
of the defect, in this case rhombic I (point group 2mm),
and can be written as

[g*, o o
IE':lo s" sv'

Io sv's"
The values of the !'-tensor elements were determined by
making a computer fit to Eq. (1). They are given in Table
I. The principal values g l : 2.0033t0.0001 ( llt t00] ),

9z:2.0025+0.0001 ( lltOl 1 J ), and g3:2.0093+0.0001
(llt0T1J ) are in good agreement with Ref. 5.

V/hen a l7O nucleus is incorporated in the defect, the
EPR measurements can be described with the spin Ham-
iltonian

ft- pnB.E:.s _ gtrtt'B'I+S'À'I+r'Q'I , (3)

with S -f and I:*. To the electronZeeman-interaction
term in Eq. (1) are added the nuclear Zeeman interaction,
the interaction of the defect electron with the l7O nu-

cleus, and the nuclear quadrupole interaction, respective-
ly. The hyperfine-interaction tensor and the quadrupole-
interaction tensor can be written as

['q*, o o

Qt À- | o A,, A,,

Io A* A"

2.Ol 00
ra-
rts
o

cD

2 .0080
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2 .0040

2.0020

Angle0(degl ,

FIG. 2. Angular dependence of the effective g valu€s, g.61 of
the Si-B 1 EPR spectrum for the magnetic field rotating in the
(0T1 ) plane. The labels of the orientations correspond to Fig.
1(b). :

and

Íe*, o
el
Q: I o -+Q"

Io Q,'

reflecting the point-group symmetry of the defect.
In Fig. 3 the EPR line for the orientation bc with the

magnetic field B parallel to the [01 I ] direction is shown
(a) for a sample containing 160- V-, and ft) for a sample
also with l7O- V-. In Fig. 3b) we have also represented
by bars the positions of the l7O hyperfine lines as calcu-
tatea-using the spin Hamiltonian (:l anO the values of À
and a as determined with ENDOR, to be discussed in
Sec. III B. It is seen that the apparent relative intensity
of two of the 2esi hyperfine satellites has changed due to
the presence of the 17O hyperfine lines.

Inspection of Fig. 3 shows that it is impossible to deter-
mine the hyperfine interaction for l7O from EPR, all the
more so because this was the only direction for which the
r7O hyperfine interaction could be discerned at all.
Therefore ENDOR experiments',were indispensable be-

cause they'have a resolving power that is about 3 orders
of magnitude higher than that of EPR.

(4)

lr ool [rtr] [otil

Q,,

+Q,,
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FIG. 3. EPR spectrum of O-V- for orientation bc with
nlltOll]. (a) For a sample with natural oxygen; (b) for a sample

enriched to about 4OVo in l7O. Calculated positions and relative
intensities of the l7O hyperfine lines are indicated. Numbers
refer to EPR transitions which belong to the following nuclear-
spin states: I, ïntr- + *;2, tltr: + +i 3, mr- + *;4, tnr: - t;
5, ftrt

the two tnsi hyperfine satellites at the left of the cen tral line is
just visible.

B. ENDOR spectrum

The l7O ENDOR experiments \ryere carried out after
having completed the 2esi ENDOR measurements.s'e It
torned out that it was of crucial importance to know the
exact position of the 2esi ENDOR lines in order to recog-
nize the oxygen ENDOR. The ENDOR measurements
of l7O can be described with the spin Hamiltonian given
in Eq. (3). To first order, the solution of this equation is

E - genpnmsB - gNpnmrB * 
^smr 

Arn* fu?- # )Qrn .

(5)

From Eq. (5) it follows that the frequencies at which EN-
DOR transitions (Amr-O and Lmr:1)will occur aÍe
given by

v- lu,t+ A,n /h t4Q"n /hl,
v-lu,t+ A"n/ht2Q"n/hl , (6)

v- lr,!* A 
"n 

/hl ,

where vz: -gxpNB /h is the nuclear Zeeman frequency,
with gr,rl-tr,r/h: 5.772 MHzT-l for 179. 18 The plus

and minus signs aÍe uncorrelated, thus giving rise to two
groups of five equally spaced lines, the spacing between
the lines in a group being 2Q&/h. In this experiment the

40.57

first-order solution of Eq. (3) turned out not to give a

sufficiently accurate approximation to the measured
hyperfine and quadrupole interactions. The deviations
from the equal spacing were very large for some direc-
tions.

It turned out that the intensities of the ENDOR lines
decreased rapidly when the magnetic field was rotated
out of the [00] and [0l l] directions along which the
principal axes of the g tensor lie. In the experiment, EN-
DOR lines from the EPR orientations ad and bc were
only observed between [100] and about [ 100] + 10" (one

transition of orientation bc could be observed up to
[ 100] + 53"), and between [01 1] and about [011] - 35o.

ENDOR frequencies for the orientations ab,ac and
bd,cd were not even observed at all. As a full rotation
pattern always strongly overdetermines the spin-
Hamiltonian parameters, the observed experimental data
\ryere already sufficient to completely determine them.
Changes in the transition probabilities when the magnetic
field is rotated out of the principal directions of the g ten-
sor could indeed be calculated.

A computer fit to the spin-Hamiltonian equation (3)

was made to determine the hyperfine and quadrupole ten-
sor elements. In this fit the !'-tensor elements and the nu-
clear g factor were kept constant. Only frequencies that
were measured in the [00] and [011] directions on the
EPR orientations ad and bc were used in the fit. Results
are shown in Table I. Subsequently, simulations were
made which indeed reproduced the measured frequencies
outside the [100] and [011] directions within the error
margin of 4 kHz, as given in Table I. From field-swept
ENDOR (FSE) measurements the relative s.tgns of the
tensor elements of À and Q were determined.le FSE also
helped in assigning observed lines in the U00l direction
to particular nuclear transitions in a stage in which all
ENDOR lines had not yet been reco gnized.

Figure 4 shows the complete angular dependence of the
ENDOR frequencies as calculated upon rotation of the
magnetic field in the (0T1)plane. As can be seen, the pat-
tern is very complicated and the curves exhibit strong
departures from the normally observed cos( 20) patterns.
The 2O branches of the orientations ad and bc have been
marked in the figure.

IV. INTERPRETATION
OF EXPBRIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Hyperfine-interaction tensor À

The hyperfine interaction with the l7O nucleus mainly
arises from unpaired electronic spin density in the oxygen
orbitals. This density can be described by a \ryave func-
tion which is a linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO). For the purpose of the analysis, the hyperfine-
interaction tensor A is decomposed into isotropic and
traceless anisotropic parts:

A-al*8.

The isotropic Fermi-contact term

e -- ?t 6,ttngxl-ryrl'o'lv(o)I3

(a)

Q)

(8)
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FIG. 4. Angular dependence of the ENDOR frequencies for
rotation of the magnetic field B in the (OTtlplane. The frequen-
cies found for the EPR orientations bc and ad arc indicated: o
denotes orientation bc and O denotes orientation ad. Note that
the frequency scale is absolute. The microwave frequency was

22.9713 GHz.

is related to spin density in the oxygen s orbitals. The an-

isotropic part arises from dipole-dipole interaction with
spins in the p orbitals. It leads to a tensor with the form

ízu o o
êlB-10 -b 0

ILo o -b
with

b : ( po/4n)g p ng N t, x ?rf F' (, -t I o

The parameters T, a, and B ?re the coefficients in the
LCAO expansion; q2 and B' aÍe a measure for the
amount of s and p chatacter of the,\ryave function, respec-

tively, and r..2 measures the localization of the wave func-
tion on the oxygen nucleus. The atomic-orbital parame-
ters lU/(0)13 and (r-tl o can, for instance, be found as a

result of theoretical calculations.20 Equations Q) and (9)

represent an axially symmetric tensor. Ho\ryever, for this

6000
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Angle O (deg I

FIG. 5. Angular dependence of the effective A values, A"tr,

for rotation of the magnetic field B in the (0T1)plane. Orienta-
tions bc and ad are indicated.

defect with rhombic I symmetry, axiality is not symmetry
required. In order to include the deviations from axial
behavioS the principal values of the hyperfine-interaction
tensor A are written as atLb, a-b*c, and a-b-c,
where c is a measure for the deviation from axiality. In
Table II results of the analysis are given. The table in-
cludes values for a /b, a measure for the anisotroPy, and
b /c, a measure for the "axiality" of the tensor.

In Fig. 5 we show an angular plot of the effective A
values. From this figure, or alternatively from the nu-
merical values given in Table I, it is concluded that the A
tensor is to a good approximation axial around the [01U
direction. This can be understood from the one-electron
model proposed by Watkins and Corbett.5 According to
this model, the paramagnetic electron occupies an anti-
bonding b I state. For an atom that lies on the twofold
axis of the defect, the only allowed LCAO orbital cen-
tered at such an atom is py*pr, ês it has to be antisym-
metric with respect to reflection about the (01 I ) mirror
plane. A p orbital with ,f : l00Vo would give an axial
hyperfine-interaction tensor with b - - 168.4 MHz.2o
Thus a localization of only l.lïVo can already account
for the axial pafi of the observed dipole-dipole interac-
tion tensor.

The deviation from axiality should then be explained

N-
:1

o
Co)(t
o
L-

lL
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7000
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r+-rl-
o,

(e)

TABLE II.
and q /r. The
wave-function

Reduced hyperfine parameters a, b, c, a /b, b /c, and reduced quadrupole parameters í, /,
spin and charge localization, qz and e2, respectively, were calculated with the atomic
puturrr.ter ( r-3) o:39.31 À -3 from Ref. 18.

Tensor
a

(kHz)
b

(kHz)
c

(kHz)
a2

(Vo)
Ê

(Vo)
rf

(Vo\a/b b/c

A - l9gl.5

q

ftHz)

- 614.9

r
(kHz)

3.24

lq /rl

l.l8

e2

(Vo)

2986.3 - 1.50 100
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are distributed in
these sites. The

(r2)

by other effects like the dipole-dipole interaction between
the 17O nucleus and the unpaired spin at the atoms a at

tT I I I and d at 1T T T1. We calculated this interaction for
various l7o-atom positions on the [100J axis through the
defect. The diagonalized tensor for the interaction be-
tween a nucleus and an electron spin in a point charge
reads

[zooo o o
<-+ IB-lo -baa o

I

I o o -bao

considered as point charges (pc), or
Slater-type orbitals (orb) centered at
Slater-type orbitals have the form

x3,,i:h(exp[ -"'*

x3p,,i: *r#xiriexp 
[ 
-", *

(1 1)

where baa:(po/4rr)g pngutruqz(l /Rt), ,l' is the amount
of unpaired electron, and R is the distance between the
point charge and the nucleus. This tensor is axially sym-
metric parallel to the direction bet\ryeen the point charge
and the nucleus.

In order to calculate the dipole-dipole tensor, it is
necess ary to know the position of the oxygen nucleus
along the positive x axis. Infrared studies by Bosom-
worth eÍ al.2l for the interstitial oxygen and the oxygen-
vacancy complex indicated an angle between the Si(b )-
O-Si(c ) bonds of 2e, -' 160', corresponding to a position
of the oxygen atom of about [0.75,0,0] , i.e., a displace-
ment of 1.02 A. From a theoretical study of neutral sub-
stitutional oxygen by Deleo et a1.,22 a displacement of
1.0- 1. 1 À *ur found. A theoretical study óf tnr neutral
oxygen-vacancy complex in an excited state by Canuto
and Fazzioz3 gave u ài.placement of l.l À. This corre-
sponds to the position [0.81,0,0j and an angle 2a: 164.8o.

In Table III the results are given of calculations with
an unpaired spin density corresponding to 0.3 electron on
each of the atoms a and d.5'8 The table includes the
hyperfine-tensor values measured in the experiment, the
results of the calculations with the contributions of sites a
and d added, and the experimental values after correction
for the distant dipole-dipole interactions. In the calcula-
tions the spin densities at the atoms a and d are either

and similar expressions foÍ X3pr, j and X3p,,j with i : a,d.

The coefficients À{, and N, are given by normalization re-
quirements: Nr': (2a, /áo)7 /Ot and Ni: (2ao /oo)7 /61,
where oe is the Bohr radius; the Slater-orbital exponents
d,s and dp are dimensionless parameters and aÍe chosen
to have the values as:I.87 and ep:l.60. The integra-
tion over these orbitals is easy when using the polynomial
expressions derived by Ammerlaan and Wolfrat.z4 In
Table III the values b, the spin densities Tf [derived from
Eqs. (9) and (10), assuming Bz:lf, and the deviations
from axiality, lU tcl , are also shown .

As can be seen from the quotient lU tcl, the tensor be-
comes more axial after subtraction of the distant dipole-
dipole contributions. The marked difference between cal-
culations in the point-charge and Slater-orbital approxi-
mations shows that the results depend sensitively on the
exact spatial extent of the \ryave function centered at
atoms a and d, as thgse are so close to the oxygen atom.
After subtraction of Bp., the dipole-dipole tensor becomes
only slightly more axiái; after subtraction of Foru, the axi-
ality is much better. Apparently, point charges are much
too localized. Also, Slater-type orbitals tend to be so, al-
though they give already much better results. In view of
this trend, we conclude that the deviation from [011] axi-
ality can be explained from distant dipole-dipole contri-
butions. The results do not depend sensitively on the po-
sition of the oxygen atom on the U00l axis, although the
smaller distortion a\ryay from the vacancy site is favored.

TABLE III. Calculated dipole.dipole tensors and results after subtraction from the experimental
tensor. pc labels the values calculated for point charges at the positions of atoms a and d; orb labels the
values calculated for Slater-type orbitals centered at the positions ofthe point charges. Br, Bz, and .B3

are principal values. Units of 8i and á are kHz.

Bl
llt tool

B2

lltol l l
B3

lltoTr l lu tcl
q2

(Vo)

Be*pt

lo at [0.75,0,01
Bo.u

Ë'0.

Ë.*0, - Ë"ro

Ë.*0, - Ë'0"

lO at [0.81,0,0]
Borb

Ë'0"

Ëo*0, - Ë".0

Ë.*o, - Ë'""

1376.6

- 387.6

- 183.8

1764.2

1560.4

- 378.6

- 182.8

17 55.2

1559.4

- 3983.0

- 9.8

- 4t.7

- 3973.2

- 3941.3

lo.2

-29.I

- 3993.2

- 3953.9

2606.4

397.4

225.5

2209.0

2380.9

368.4

2t1.9

2238.0

2394.5

- 199 1.5

- 19g6.6

- t970.7

- 1996.6

- 1977.0

3.2

8.9

4.8

8.3

4.7

l.l8

l.l8

r.l7

1.19

l:17
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is favored.
We also conclude that the successful interpretation of

the hyperfine-interaction constants b and c confirms the
sign of these parameters, thereby eliminating the ambi-
guity left by the analysis of the exqgrimental data. The
signs of all elements of the A and Q tensors are thus as
given in Table I. The one-electron LCAO model requires
the Fermi-contact interaction with nuclei on the [100]
axis to be zero, in conflict with the experimental finding.
In addition, in the LCAO model the parameters a and b
should have the same (negative) signs, whereas in the ex-
periment they aÍe found to have opposite signs. One
must conclude that the one-electron LCAO model does
not appropriately account for the isotropic hyperfine in-
teraction. In this respect it is relevant to note that, when
applying Eq. (8), the measured value for this interaction,
a - +2986.3 kHz, corresponds to a core polafization
I V r 13 - I V r l3 of only O.o6Vo of an electron, though of the
opposite sign. A possible qualitative explanation of the
Fermi-contact interaction is the mechanism of exchange
core polarization (ECP). One can distinguish two types
of ECP. First, a direct mechanism in which the ls and 2s

electrons of the oxygen are spin polarized by the un-
paired defect electron. Second, &o indirect mechanism in
which the unpaired electron polarizes the paired Si orbit-
als, whereas these polarized Si cores, in turn, overlap the
oxygen cores and produ ce a net spin density at the oxy-
gen nucleus. Calculations that take into account these
effects have been made to explain the negative and posi-
tive Fermi-contact interactions observed in some color
centers like F2- in LiF, where the fluorine ions also lie in
a nodal plane of the electron \ryave function.25

A second possibility that can be considered is the effect
of many-electron interactions. This mechanism was stud-
ied quantitatively by Lannoo26 for the negative vacancy
in silicon. Exactly the same symmetry considerations as
for O-V- apply to this defect, yet contact interactions
with 2esi nuclei that lie in the (0ll) mirror plane of the
defect rryere observed. The conclusion of Lannoo is that
the contact term, of which he considered the largest one,
with a-2105.8 kHz,to'z7 can be explained by many-
electron effects. As the total electronic structure of the
oxygen-vacancy complex and the negative vacancy are
very similar,s'e the calculations of Lannoo indicate that
many-electron effects should also be important in this
case. Unfortunately, detailed calculations for O-V- do
not exist. Therefore, predictions about the sign of a ate
also lacking.

B. Quadrupole-interaction tensor I
The nuclear quadrupole interaction arises from the in-

teraction between the nuclear quadrupole moment and
the electric field gradient at the site of the nucleus,

a2v

anced charge density in the 2p orbitals of the oxygen
atom. This interaction can be regarded as the equivalent
of the hyperfine interaction, which measures the unbal-
anced spin density near the nucleus.

Besides the effect of charge in the oxygen 2p orbitals,
distant charges, such as those on atoms a and d, can also
cause a field gradient. The field gradient at the site of the
oxygen nucleus, due to a point charge - e of one electron
located at a site at distance R, gives an axially symmetric
quadrupole tensor with principal values (2q, - Q, - Q),
where

As the exact position of the oxygen nucleus is not known,
we have calculated this tensor for several positions along
the positive [100] direction. For the oxygen nucleus at

[0.75,0,9L1d point charges -0.3e atthe sites a,11 I l],
and d, I I I 1], one finds a quadrupole tensor with princi-
pal values Ql" - +0.8 kIJz ( llt t00l ), Ql" - + 0.2 kH.z
( lltol I I ), and Q\"
the contribution due to the field gradient from the distant
point charges cannot, by far, explain the experimentally
observed quadrupole interaction as given in Table I.
Stated differently, the quadrupole interaction must be due
almost entirely to p orbitals of the oxygen atom itself.

A p orbital gives rise to an axially symmetric quadru-
pole tensor with principal values (2q,-e,-q ), where

lezelql:- 4"qffi R,

I t'Qq:- r"^ffi?(r-t)o

04)

05)

where 0 is the nuclear quadrupole moment, I is the nu-
clear spin, and V the electrostatic potential.2s For t'O,
the nuclear moment equals Q- -2.6X l0-30 m2. 18

The quadrupole interaction is a measure for the unbal-

For a filled oxygen 2p orbital, for which (r-3) 
o:39. 27 x 1030 m 3,2o this results in q: +710. I kHz.

From the measured hyperfine interaction, it has been cal-
culated that an unpaired-spin (us) density of I .lïVo of an
electron is present at the l7O nucleus in a 2p orbital paral-
lel to the [0] U dqrection. This will give a quadrupole in-
teraction tensor Q 

u' with principal values 0 ït - + 16. 8
kHz (lltOllJ), Qï'_ -8.4 kHz (lltt00l), and gï'- -8.4
kHz (llt0TlJ). It is obvious that this mechanism cannot
explain the measured quadrupole interaction either.

The experimental quadrupole tensor is, to a good ap-
proximation, axial, parallel to [0Tl J, i.e., along the line
that connects the atoms b qBd c in Fig. I (b), and perpen-
dicular to the axis of the .f trrrror. Principal uátues of
the a tensor can be written as Qq, Q*r, -q -rl, in
which the deviation from axiality is given by r. We find
lql:161.5 kHz and lrl : 12.2 kHz; the ratio lq/rl : l3.z
as a measure for.the axiality indicates that the deviation
is rather small. I o" and 0 us are contributions from the
observed unpaired-spin densities. If we subtract them as
known contributions from the measuted quadrupole-
interaction tensor, \ile arrive at a tensor I with prinlipal
values Qr: + 156. 9 kIIz ( llt t00] ), Qz: + 156.7 kHz
(lltOllJ), and Qt: -313.6 kHz (lltOTt]). This results in
q: -156.8 kHz and r- +0. I kHz. The deviation from
axrality has strongly decreased (lq /rl = 1568), while q
has hardly changed. The axial direction is still along the
line that connects atoms ó and c in Fig. I (b).

n- eQY,J 2I (21 - T) 0x;0x; '
(13)
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For the bonding of the oxygen atom between the sil-
icon atoms, a simple molecular-orbital picture can be
given. In view of the near linearity of the Si(b )-O-
Si(c ) structure, this bonding can be achieved by two sp-

hybridized orbitals on the oxygen along the [01 1] direc-
tion. The remaining four oxygen valence electrons can be
accommodated pairwise in 2p orbitals perpendicular to
[0Tl ]. Due to the hybridízation, a full 2p electron along

l0Tl I would be lacking from a spatially balanced Qp)6
configuration. From the calculated and measured quad-
rupole interactions, an electron deficiency of €2:22%
along [0] I ] can be derived. The difference between the
expected lO0% and the observ ed 22Vo electron deficiency
can be explained by the followittg mechanisms.

(l ) The Si(ó )-O-Si(c ) structure is not linear, but
makes an angle of - 160". This would reduce the expect-
ed electron deficiency only to 90Vo. At the same time,
however, the axiality should become \ryorse ( q /r -3.5 ).

Q) Oxygen is strongly electronegative, so that charge
in the Si-O bond will be drawn towards the oxygen nu-
cleus. This will make its distance r to the oxygen nucleus
smaller and, consequently, increase (r-t), for the elec-

trons in these Si-O bonds. The effective field gradient,
due to the total charge distribution, will be reduced in
this w&y, as will the quadrupolar interaction, as is mea-
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sured. This effect can be of considerable magnitude. Ac-
cording to Paulin g,2e the ionicity of a single bond is

fi:l - expt -t X A-Xr)' /41, 06)

where X e - X a is the difference in electronegativity be-
tween atoms A and B. For the Si-O bond,
X A - X n: 1.7 ,2e giving .f r:0. 5 1. This should be com-
pared with a typical ionic bond as Na-Cl, where

f i:O.67. One should be a\ryare that the value 0.51 is
only approximative, partly because the structure which
\rye consider is more complicated. Still, this simple calcu-
lation indicates that the strong electronegativity of oxy-
gen can be responsible for a considerable reduction of the
electron deficiency in the p orbital along the t0Tl l direc-
tion. The observed negative sign of the principal value
along the axial direction of the Si(á )-O-Si(c ) structure
is consistent with this model.
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